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**Biography**

Elaine Morton received a bachelor’s degree from Stanford, a master’s degree from the Fletcher School of Law & Diplomacy, and a Ph. D. from Stanford. She began work at the State Department in 1974 as a special assistant to the director of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research. In 1978 she became a member of the Policy Planning staff in the State Department where she periodically briefed senior State Department and White House officials on analysis of Libyan policy options. In June 1985 Dr. Morton worked in the Office of the United States Permanent Representative to the Organization of the American States as an international relations officer.

From August 1985 to October 1986 Dr. Morton worked at the National Security Council in the Crisis Management Center where she was the director of Crisis Policy Analysis. Her collection focuses on the economic and political issues in the Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia. In 1986 Dr. Morton returned to the State Department.

**CONTAINER LIST**

RAC Box 1
Afghanistan
Algeria
Correspondence
Egypt-U.S. – Bilateral, Aid, etc.
Egypt – Internal
NSC – Internal – Economic Issues and Basic Documents [Empty]
Ensor Documentations (02/28/1986-04/02/1986)
Ensor Documentations (04/03/1986-04/30/1986)
Mr. Ensor
FON (Freedom of Navigation)
Format Samples
Hassan Visit (12/20/1985-06/30/1986)
Hassan Visit (07/01/1986-07/07/1986)
Hassan Visit (07/10/1986-07/14/1986)
Hassan Visit (07/15/1986-07/18/1986)
Hassan - Peres & Stop in Morocco
Implementation Feedback (01/06/1986-01/10/1986)
Implementation Feedback (01/16/1986-02/03/1986)
Iran – Internal
Iran-Iraq War (1)-(2)
Iraq – Internal
Khelil Visit
Lebanon
Libya: Arms Transfers, Subterfuges
[Libya] Pre 04/14/1986 Action
[Libya] Post 04/14/1986 Action (1)(2)
[Libya] June 30th Deadline Backgrounder (1)(2)
Libya: Bankers’ Trust Suit
Libya: Banking and Financial Sanctions
Libya – Chad
Libya – Economic Measures
Libya – Egypt (Post Egypt Air Hijacking) Border Situation
Libya – Egypt (post-Washington Post)
Libya: Further Measures (03/08/1982-01/13/1986)
Libya: Further Measures (01/14/1986-02/09/1986)
Libya: Further Measures (02/10/1986-03/19/1986)
Libya Game
Libya General
Libya – Internal (08/05/1985-06/26/1986)
Libya – Internal (06/27/1986-08/03/1986)
Libya – Internal (08/04/1986-08/30/1986)
[Libya – National Security Planning Group]
Libya Policy: Implementation (Undated) (1)(2)
Libya Policy: Implementation (02/03/1986-02/12/1986)
Reducing Libyan Oil Revenue
Libya: Refined Products Ban
Libya Sanctions: Preparations for Release (1)(2)
Libya
Libya Task Force (04/17/1986-06/04/1986)
Libya Task Force (06/05/1986-07/02/1986)
Libya – Terrorism
Libya, Terrorism, Next Steps
Libya – Trade, “Back Fill”
Libya: Travel Restrictions and Backfill Issue
Libya – U.S.
Libya – U.S.S.R.

RAC Box 2
Middle East Arms Transfers (Binder) (1)-(3)
Middle East Peace (Undated)
Middle East Peace (09/10/1982-11/12/1985)
Middle East Peace (11/13/1985-12/04/1985)
Middle East Peace (12/05/1985-01/22/1986)
Middle East Peace (01/23/1986-02/12/1986)
Middle East Peace (02/13/1986-10/23/1986)
Morocco
North Africa
Notes to Type from Meetings (Undated)
Notes to Type from Meetings (01/03/1986-03/09/1986)
Notes to Type from Meetings (03/10/1986-04/18/1986)
PLO and Palestinians
Persian Gulf – General
Security Assistance
South Asia – General
Sudan
Summit and Post-Summit Follow-Up (1)(2)
Syria
Syria and Syria-Jordan and Syria-Iraq
Tunisia (Undated)
Tunisia (05/26/1985-05/07/1986)
Tunisia (05/08/1986-09/08/1986)
Tunisia Paper for Rodman/Cobb, et al (Undated)
Walters Trip (1)(2)
Western Sahara
CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) – General
[Loose Material re: Libya CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) 06/25/1985]
09/16/1985 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Iran-Iraq (1)(2)
10/09/1985 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Angola (1)-(3)
10/21/1985 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Angola
12/16/1985 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Israel/Syria (1)(2)
12/28/1985 (1st Post Rome, Vienna) CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) on Libya
01/03/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya
01/06/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya (Following Morning NSPG)
01/13/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya
01/28/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya and Yemen, Next Steps
02/13/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya
03/10/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya
06/11/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Syria and Terrorism
06/18/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya
06/24/1986 TWA (Trans World Airlines) Highjacking
07/30/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya
08/07/1986 CPPG (Crisis Pre-Planning Group) Libya
01/06/1986 NSPG (National Security Planning Group) Libya (1)-(3)
03/14/1986 NSPG (National Security Planning Group) Libya 9 of 5 Line
Libya NSPG (National Security Planning Group) (1)(2)
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 01/05/1986-01/23/1986
Chron Files [03/01/1986-03/19/1986]
Chron Files [03/20/1986]
Chron Files [03/21/1986-03/31/1986]
Chron Files [04/01/1986-04/30/1986]
Chron Files [05/01/1986-05/31/1986]
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 06/01/1986-06/18/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 06/19/1986-06/24/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 06/30/1986-07/13/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 07/14/1986-07/17/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 07/25/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 08/05/1986-08/07/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 08/08/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 08/30/1986-09/21/1986
EM (Elaine Morton) Chron 09/22/1986-10/16/1986
[Filing] July 22 Forward 07/22/1986-08/05/1986
[Filing] July 22 Forward 08/06/1986-10/18/1986
[Filing Things from Top Drawer in Band at Back] (Undated)
[Filing Things from Top Drawer in Band at Back] (09/05/1986)
[Filing Things from Top Drawer in Band at Back] (09/06/1986-10/17/1986)